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Download the worksheet at 

https://tinyurl.com/uekfwal

https://tinyurl.com/uekfwal
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WORKSHOP GOALS

1. Develop the start of a definition of equity for your students 
and identify next steps for refining this back on campus. 

2. Identify a specific equity challenge(s) your institution is facing 
based on your student population. 

3. Identify clear equity goals based on your student population 
and emerging definition of equity. 

4. Develop the beginning of a work plan to achieve those equity 
goals, including immediate next steps you will take when back on 
campus. 
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EQUITY IN PRACTICE
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HOLISTIC SUPPORTS

➢Defined as the cohesive suite of services that help students 
address the academic and non-academic factors vital to 
retention and completion

➢Embody intentional focus on the types of services, the ways in 
which those services are delivered, and how the students are 
connected to the services

➢More than a large quantity of disparate services
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HOLISTIC STUDENT SUPPORTS IS A SYSTEMS 

APPROACH

What is a system?

➢ A set of things working together as parts of a 
mechanism or an interconnecting network

➢ A set of principles or procedures according to which 
something is done; an organized framework or method

Oxford Dictionaries

https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=AwrCmrAKDbFdTgEAT1QPxQt.;_ylu=X3oDMTByMjB0aG5zBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNzYw--/RV=2/RE=1571913099/RO=10/RU=http%3a%2f%2fwww.oxforddictionaries.com/RK=2/RS=uVA9JYf3ThrZI9ukzABnEvxmTNE-
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Equity is defined as “the state, quality or ideal of being just, impartial 

and fair.” The concept of equity is synonymous with fairness and justice.  It is 

helpful to think of equity as not simply a desired state of affairs or a lofty value. 

To be achieved and sustained, 

equity needs to be thought of as a

structural and systemic concept. 
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TYPICAL STUDENT EXPERIENCE WITH SUPPORT 

SERVICES
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WHO IS YOUR TYPICAL STUDENT?
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HOW THEIR EXPERIENCES MATTER

Access to early childhood development and early education enrichment opportunities   

Access to well-funded schools, with well-trained teachers, appropriate learning facilities and 
resources, and encouraging environment  

Access to adequate financial resources to address all basic needs                                                            
( healthy food, preventative healthcare, and stable housing)

Access to social networks, benefits, and connections in life

Vision for education and career possibilities based on real life examples in their 
personal network

Adequate financial and personal support for college study                          
“Tuition & Fees, Supplies, and Living Expenses”

Placement in college-level courses during 1st term

Successful completion of first year of study

Adequate financial and personal support for continued 
matriculation                                                                  

“Tuition & Fees, Supplies, and Living Expenses”

Professional experiences and connections for 
career opportunities ( post-graduation)

Successful completion of program and 
graduation/workforce and/or transfer

Basic Needs

Social and Cultural Capital/
Career Vision

Financial Support/
Placement

Academic Success/
Cont. Financial Support

Practical experiences/
Mobility
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EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS: 

DECISION-MAKING

➢ Student Personas: Help decision-makers consider the impact of their 
decisions on different student populations
➢ E.g. Exposure to career options prior to college

➢ Guiding Questions: Help decision-makers embed equity throughout 
their decision-making process 
➢ E.g. Decision-Making Guide (ATD) 

➢ E.g. Portland CC’s Critical Race Theory Toolkit: 
https://www.pcc.edu/about/equity-inclusion/critical-race-theory-toolkit.html

https://www.pcc.edu/about/equity-inclusion/critical-race-theory-toolkit.html
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EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS:                                          

USE OF STUDENT SERVICES

How do we use our 
understanding of 
students’ experiences to 
inform our interactions 
and decisions?

Are communications 
simple, jargon-free, and 
welcoming?

Is our use of physical 
space welcoming to the 
students we serve?

STRUCTURAL

ATTITUDINALPROCESS

How do we build 
trust with students 
socialized to not trust 
authority or ask for 
help?

Are services offered 
in the places 
students frequent 
most? 

Do we place physical 
barriers between staff and 
students seeking help?

When are our 
services offered?

How are students 
connected to our 
services?

http://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/publications/how-colleges-use-ipass-transform-student-support.html

http://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/publications/how-colleges-use-ipass-transform-student-support.html
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EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS: 

OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

The cost of textbooks is a significant barrier to college completion. 

Students who don’t complete college are over 50% more likely than 
those who graduated to cite textbook costs as a major financial barrier, 
according to a study by the research firm Public Agenda.

In 2018, students enrolled in OER courses at grantee colleges saved an 
estimated total of $6.5 million. These savings show colleges making 
strides to reduce the impact of college affordability for students. 

Students who don’t complete college are over 50% more likely than 
those who graduated to cite textbook costs as a major financial barrier, 

according to a study by the research firm Public Agenda.
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ACTIVITY: WHAT DOES EQUITY MEAN TO 

YOUR COLLEGE? 

Individual Reflection:

➢ What does equity mean to your college? 

Team Reflection:

Discuss and draft a working definition of equity to ground your work. 

Consider:

➢ your college and community context 

➢ the needs of your students 

➢ what are you seeking to address

Download the worksheet at 

https://tinyurl.com/uekfwal

https://tinyurl.com/uekfwal
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MOVING TO EQUITY IN DESIGN
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UNDERSTANDING STUDENT PERSONAS
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WHO IS YOUR TYPICAL STUDENT?

Activity: Team Discussion

As a team, complete the following table to develop your own persona for your 

student population. This will be used later on as you develop strategies to 

address the challenges you identified earlier.

Download the worksheet at 

https://tinyurl.com/uekfwal

https://tinyurl.com/uekfwal
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USING DATA TO CLOSE EQUITY GAPS

Tom Prendergast, Vice President for Student Success and 

Institutional Effectiveness
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SSIPP: DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Learn more about what we know about academic supports at: 
http://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/publications/what-we-know-student-supports.html

http://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/publications/what-we-know-student-supports.html
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EQUITY IN THE DESIGN THINKING PROCESS

What do we mean 
by HSS and 
equity?

Why does this 
matter and why 
now?

Understand the 
system and root 
causes

Structures, 
processes, attitudes

Student voices & 
perspectives

Exercise humility & 
empathy

Brainstorm 
options for 
creating the 
ideal student 
experience

Design for a 
student 
population

Student 
participation

Explore impact 
on student 
populations

Apply design 
principles 
(SSIPP)

Student 
participation

Test for 
impact of 
prototype on 
different 
student 
populations

Exercise 
humility

What and 
When?

What Wows?What If? What 
Works?

What Is?
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ACTIVITY: INCORPORATING DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Challenge Planned 
Approach

ONE

TWO

THREE

Team Discussion: 

What equity challenges have you identified at your college? How are you 
planning to address those challenges? Then, write down some of the key 
aspects of your desired approach and identify the design principles you are 
incorporating. Are there any design principles missing in your approach?
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Equity in Practice Across Ohio:

Columbus State Community College
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LUNCH
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COMMUNITY MAPPING AND 

COLLEGE PRACTICE
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ACTIVITY: COLLEGE MAPPING EXERCISE

As a team, complete the Community Mapping exercise on pages 8 

and 9 of the worksheet.
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STRUCTURAL, PROCESS, AND 

ATTITUDINAL CHANGE FOR EQUITY 
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College Guiding 
Strategic Vision/Design

College Guiding Strategic Plan

Programs

Projects/
Initiatives

EQUITY

Advising
Personal 
Supports

Academic  
Supports

Project 1

Project 2

Project 1

Project 2

Project 1

Project 2

Mature Services, Supports, Policies, and Practices 
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College Guiding Strategic Plan

Programs

Projects/
Initiatives

Mature Services, Supports, Policies, and Practices 

Advising

Project 1

Project 2

Personal 
Supports

Project 1

Project 2

Academic  
Supports

Project 1

Project 2

Equity

Project 1

Project 2
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DIGGING DEEPER INTO HOW THE COLLEGE 

WORKS

The Iceberg Model (Northwest Earth Institute, 2017)

Part-time students are not utilizing tutoring services

While 60% of the enrollments, part-time students only account for 5% of tutoring 
supports

Most part-time students take classes between 4pm and 7pm and the tutoring center is either 
closed or staffed with one person

While part-time students are the majority of the student population, the college consistently 
designs services for full-time day students but doesn’t think about part-time students as the 

new normal/traditional
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ADDRESSING MENTAL MODELS THROUGH 

COURAGEOUS CONVERSATIONS

Erica Parish, Dean of Accreditation and Academic Support
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MOVING TO ACTION FOR EQUITY
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IDENTIFYING ACTIONABLE NEXT STEPS

Level 1 Change: Primarily based in individual 
attitude, behavior and/or choice

Level 2 Change: Primarily based at the 
department or unit support level

Level 3 Change: Require executive support, 
resources, and institutional prioritization to achieve

Transformative 

Change
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LEVEL 1 CHANGES

These are changes primarily based in individual attitude, 
behavior and/or choice. College employees can make a change 
at this level with deep personal commitment and these changes 
often involve commitment to adopting a new approach and 
adapting that approach in daily work. 

This includes working with faculty and frontline staff to identify 
student engagement strategies, internal service standards, and 
communication practices to improve student touchpoints, 
accuracy of information, and timeliness of referrals. 
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LEVEL 2 CHANGES

These are changes primarily based at the department or unit support 

level requiring support from department/unit/division leadership to 

work as a group to make these changes, and require leadership 

endorsement, resources, and facilitation to ensure a cohesive approach. 

This includes working with academic, student services, and operations 

unit leaders to identify opportunities for coordinated efforts, 

communication practices to improve collaborative intervention design 

and delivery, establish common definitions, and establish clarity on 

roles and shared responsibilities. 
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LEVEL 3 CHANGES

These changes require executive level support, endorsement, 
resources, and institutional prioritization to achieve. They may 
involve policy, scaled practices across the institution, and 
structural changes to ensure the college has the foundation to 
achieve a stated goal or strategy at a systems level. 

This includes working with executive leaders to identify policy 
recommendations, structural changes to support sustainable 
change, faculty and staff professional development needs at 
scale, faculty engagement strategies, integration points for high 
impact practices, and college systems opportunities and gaps. 
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ACTIVITY: ACTION PLANNING 

Team Prioritization (BE SPECIFIC)

Work together to identify at least three actionable changes, the level of 
those changes, and an actionable next step in addressing those 
changes, along with a timeframe.
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HSS EQUITY RESOURCES
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HELPFUL DATA RESOURCES

➢ Data on economic mobility broken down by race and gender (interactive charts): 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/03/19/upshot/race-class-white-and-black-
men.html

➢ Data on social mobility by district broken down by race/ethnicity, gender, parental 
income level (Census data) https://www.opportunityatlas.org/

➢ Paper/slides/data: Mapping the Childhood Roots of Social Mobility 
https://opportunityinsights.org/paper/the-opportunity-atlas/

➢ Overall college degree attainment rates, by county, and enrollment and completion 
statistics for 12,000 U.S. college campuses 
https://interactives.americanprogress.org/maps/2018/12/Adult+Attainment+Report/in
dex.html

➢ United Way of  Central Ohio                                                     
https://liveunitedcentralohio.org/social-indicators-map/

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/03/19/upshot/race-class-white-and-black-men.html
https://www.opportunityatlas.org/
https://opportunityinsights.org/paper/the-opportunity-atlas/
https://interactives.americanprogress.org/maps/2018/12/Adult+Attainment+Report/index.html
https://liveunitedcentralohio.org/social-indicators-map/
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HSS TOOLKIT

https://www.achievingthedream.org/resource/17502/holistic-student-supports-
redesign-a-toolkit

https://www.achievingthedream.org/resource/17502/holistic-student-supports-redesign-a-toolkit
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THANK YOU!

Shauna Davis: shauna@achievingthedream.org

Julia Lawton: jlawton@achievingthedream.org

mailto:shauna@achievingthedream.org
mailto:jlawton@achievingthedream.org

